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Parts

• Brief Introduction to global BCE and batch BCE

• Wrong properties of BCE and batch BCE without a optimal config

• Further experiments with a optimal config
• reconsidered the implementation of batch BCE: group training
• Promote to CE (useless?)
• Testing in extreme scenarios: Lightweight Models and Complex Scenarios



Brief Introduction to BCEs

global BCE: 

But in fact, for different positive examples, The actual proportion of positive 
and negative samples is different:

The parameter λ is fixed.



Brief Introduction to BCEs
batch BCE: B is the set of speaking humans that appear in the current batch, b_ i 
is the i th speaker in B.

• Reduced the disparity in the proportion of positive and negative classes, thereby effectively 
reducing the sensitivity of  λ .

• Compressing the 1: K-1 binary classifier into a 1: B-1 binary classifier, which reduces training 
difficulty and makes model convergence more stable.

Advantages: 



Wrong Properties of BCEs without a optimal config

• Performance of global BCE is sensitive to
•  λ.
• data distribution & cls_num.
• batch size.

• Properties above are verified as fake in a optimal config! 



Further experiments with a optimal config

• Although all experiments with a optimal config shows that        
global BCE ≥ batch BCE.

• Based on intuition, we still have confidence in the generalization 
performance of batch BCE.

• So we have reconsidered the implementation of batch BCE.



Reconsidered the implementation of batch BCE

• In the first version of batch BCE, we calculated the loss within the 
batch and subsequently updated all parameters of the linear layer.

• To maintain consistency with our hypothesis of ensemble learning, 
we group the parameters of the linear layer (emb, cls_num) with 
columns, while each group corresponding to a class.

• Additionally, this method can obviously be extended to CE.



Testing in extreme scenarios
• Unfortunately, the same experiments shows that the new version of batch 

BCE is still worse than global BCE.

• We believe that the reason why global BCE performs better in multiple 
classes is due to the strong backbone(resnet34 + ASP)

• So we hope to explore the performance of two types of BCE in extreme 
situations where there are

• lightweight model (resnet34 + ASP -> resnet10 + TSP),
• more classes (vox1 -> vox2 -> cnc),
• less data per class (rho=1, utt_per_spk=10),
• and more complex data (vox -> cnc).



Testing in extreme scenarios
base: Resnet34 + ASP  
Vox1 posterior SID & close set SV



Testing in extreme scenarios
lightweight: Resnet10 + TSP  
Vox1 posterior SID & close set SV

Note: batch CE seems useless.



Testing in extreme scenarios
Less data: Resnet10 + TSP  
Vox1 rho=1  utt_per_spk=10  posterior SID & close set SV

Note: batch CE seems useless.



Testing in extreme scenarios
more classes: Resnet10 + TSP:
Vox2  rho=1  utt_per_spk=10  posterior SID & open set SV



Testing in extreme scenarios
More complex data & open set: Resnet34 + TSP
train: cn1      test: CNC-Eval-Core.lst



Testing in extreme scenarios
more data: Resnet34 + TSP:  
train: cn1+cn2      test: CNC-Eval-Core.lst



Conclusions

• Batch BCE can slightly surpass global BCE when the model is 
lightweight, the number of classes is small, and the data is scarce. 
At this point, batch BCE of different batch sizes will converge with 
global BCE.

• Except situation above, global BCE > batch BCE, and the batch size 
larger, the performence better.



Future work

• Perhaps we can further explore the effectiveness of batch BCE in 
Few-Shot Learning. 


